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C R A F T S | D AY 2
Bible Story: The Calling of the Disciples • Luke 5:1-11; 27-32
Bottom Line: I can have confidence because I belong.
Memory Verse: “My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you.” John 15:12 (NIV)

1. DUCT TAPE DISCIPLE BRACELETS (GRADES K–1)
All you need to make these one-of-a-kind bracelets is duct tape and washi tape. Kids will be making two
bracelets—one to keep and remember their day at Push Play VBS, and one for a friend who was not able to be
there. Kids will be challenged to give a bracelet to a friend, to tell them about how Jesus called the disciples, and
to share anything else they learned at VBS this week. These bracelets are fast and easy to make—children should
have plenty of time to make several of them. Depending on your supplies, consider allowing children to make more
than two. Friendship bracelet kits can also be ordered online if that is a better fit for your VBS.
What you need:
• Duct tape (in lots of colors and patterns)
• Washi tape (the more colors and patterns, the better)
• Scissors
What You Do:

• Step 1: Have kids cut a piece of duct tape that is 9” or 10” long. Fold it in half, sticky sides together. Each kid
should have a long skinny strip of tape.
• Step 2: Instruct kids to wrap the folded strip of tape around their wrist, making it big enough for them to get
their hand through. Trim and tape the two ends together with another piece of duct tape. There should be a
complete loop that can easily slide on and off the child’s wrist.
• Step 3: Decorate! Let the kids cut and rip the washi tape/decorative duct tape to make patterns and designs.
• Step 4: Invite kids to make a second bracelet. They will keep one of their bracelets and give the other to a
friend who is not at Push Play VBS.

What You Say: “Have you been having fun at Push Play VBS? (allow for responses) What have been some of your
favorite parts so far? (allow for responses) God has been doing incredible things here. In our Bible story today,
Jesus asked His friends to follow Him and help tell the world about God. In today’s craft, you have made two
bracelets—one for you to keep and wear, and one for you to give a friend who isn’t at VBS this week. When you
give your friend the bracelet you made especially for them, be sure to tell them about what you did and what you
learned at VBS. Be sure to share how you have confidence because you belong. [Make it Personal] (Talk about
a time when you told a friend about Jesus.) Let’s say today’s [Bottom Line] together: “I can have confidence
because I belong.”
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2. FINGER-KNITTING DISCIPLE BRACELETS (GRADES 2–3)
Finger knitting has become all the rage as we’ve been at home this past year. Kids have been finger-knitting
blankets and even sweaters. In today’s crafts, kids will use finger knitting to create special friendship bracelets—
just using yarn and their fingers. They will have fun learning how to weave and create a one-of-a-kind bracelet. Kids
will be making two bracelets—one to keep and remember their day at Push Play VBS, and one for a friend who was
not able to be there. (If there is not enough time to make two bracelets, instruct kids to make one to give a friend.)
The kids will be challenged to give a bracelet to a friend, to tell them how Jesus called the disciples, and to share
anything else they have learned at VBS. Friendship bracelet kits can also be ordered online if that is a better fit for
your VBS.
What you need:
• Yarn (in lots of fun colors)
• 3 straws per child
• Masking tape
• Scissors
• Wooden skewers
What You Do:

• Step 1: Tape the ends of 3 straws together so that they are side by side, just like in the photo below.

• Step 2: Cut three pieces of yarn, about 3 times the length of your straws. Thread one piece of yarn through each of
the straws using the wooden skewer to push it through. Tie the ends of the three pieces of yarn into a knot. Leave a
little extra yarn after your knot—about 2 to 3 inches—so you can tie them into a bracelet at the end.
• Step 3: Tape the straws to the table using masking tape.

• Step 4: Using another piece of yarn from the ball of yarn, tie a knot around the top straw.

• Step 5: Start weaving. Take your yarn under the middle straw, then over the bottom straw. Then go under the
bottom straw, over the middle straw, and under the top straw. Repeat the pattern: Go over the top straw, under
the middle straw, and over the bottom straw. Repeat. Every 3 to 4 lines, push your yarn towards the tape, and
pull the yarn to make sure the loops are snug. Continue until the straws are covered in yarn.
• Step 6: Cut the yarn, then tie it in a single knot around the straw you finished weaving on. Don’t double knot it
yet. You just want it to stay in place while you pull it off the straws.
• Step 7: Remove the tape holding the straws to the table. Then remove the tape holding the straws together.
Carefully slide the woven loops off the straw. Push them off towards the end of the three pieces of yarn that
were knotted together before you started weaving. Find the end of the yarn where you finished weaving, and
tie it in another knot around the yarn it was woven around. This time you can tighten the double knot to keep it
in place. You should have 4 pieces of yarn at the end where you finished. Tie them into a knot, as close to the
woven bracelet as you can.
What You Say: “Have you been having fun at Push Play VBS? (allow for responses) What have been some of your
favorite parts so far? (allow for responses) God has been doing incredible things here. In our Bible story today,
Jesus asked His friends to follow Him and help tell the world about God. In today’s craft you have made a bracelet.
You can choose to keep the bracelet, or you can give it to a friend who isn’t at VBS this week. When you give your
friend the bracelet you made for them, be sure to tell them about what you did and what you learned at VBS. Be
sure to tell them how you have confidence because you belong. [Make it Personal] (Talk about a time when you
told a friend about Jesus.) Let’s say today’s [Bottom Line] together: “I can have confidence because I belong.”
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3. FINGER-KNITTED DISCIPLE BRACELETS (GRADES 4-5)
Did you know you can make a bracelet from yarn and drinking straws? You can! And they are simple too. Kids will
have fun learning how to weave and create a one-of-a-kind bracelet. Kids will be making two bracelets—one to
keep and remember their day at Push Play VBS, and one for a friend who was not able to be there. (If there is not
enough time to make two bracelets, encourage kids to make one for a friend who wasn’t able to be there.) The kids
will be challenged to give a bracelet to a friend, to tell them how Jesus called the disciples, and to share anything
else they have learned at VBS. Friendship bracelet kits can also be ordered online if that is a better fit for your VBS.
What you need:
• Thick yarn (the more colors the better)
• Scissors
• Fingers
What You Do:

• Step 1: Make sure craft volunteers watch the Finger Knitting craft video. It’s much easier to understand by
watching the video than by reading the instructions. If possible, consider having a laptop or tablet to show kids
the video. This will help if someone is a visual learner. This is a very simple craft. Once you get the hang of it you
can knit very quickly.
• Step 2: Have kids start by tying a slip knot near the end of the yarn that they have chosen. Leave about 6 inches
of yarn after the knot. Place the loop over your pointer finger and tighten it a little.
• Step 3: Take the 6-inch length of yarn and move it out of the way. You’ll need it so you can tie your
bracelet at the end.
• Step 4: Using yarn from the ball of yarn (not the 6-inch end), weave the yarn under your middle finger (you must
go under your middle finger), then over your ring finger, and under your pinky.
• Step 5: Wrap the yarn around over your pinky, under your ring finger, over your middle finger, and under your
pointer finger. You’ll end up with a loop on each of your four fingers. Push the loops to the same spot on your
fingers so they line up in a straight line.
• Step 6: Wrap the yarn (which will be coming from under your pointer finger) over and across all of your fingers,
above the line of loops that you just finished weaving. You’ll be left with one loop on your pointer finger. Then
move on to your middle finger, and do it again—take the bottom loop, lift it up and over the yarn that you laid
over your fingers, then over your finger, and to the back. Repeat for your ring finger and your pinky. You should
be left with one loop on each finger.
• Step 7: Now take the yarn and lay it over your fingers above the loops, just as you did before. Starting with the
bottom loop on your pinky, lift it up and over the yarn that you laid over your fingers, and then over your pinky
and to the back.
• Step 8: Keep lifting the bottom loop on each finger up and over in this way. Every time you finish a row you
should be left with one loop on each finger. Then take the yarn and lay it over your fingers above the loops, and
lift the loop on each finger up and over it. Repeat until your woven yarn is long enough to wrap around a wrist.
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• Step 9: Cut the yarn, leaving about an 8-inch length at the end. Take the end, and pull it through the loop on
the last finger you knitted. If you finished on your pinky, pull the end through first there. If you finished on your
pointer finger, pull the end through there. Once the end has been pulled through the loop, take that loop off
your finger. Then push the end of the yarn through the loop on the next finger. When it’s through that loop, take
the loop off your finger. Repeat for all your fingers, pulling the yarn through each of the loops before you take it
off your finger. Take the two loose ends of yarn and tie them together. Trim the ends.
What You Say: “Have you been having fun at Push Play VBS? What have been some of your favorite parts so far?
(allow for answers) God has been doing incredible things here. In our Bible story today Jesus asked His friends to
follow Him and help tell the world about God. In today’s craft you have made a bracelet. You can choose to keep
the bracelet, or you can give it to a friend who isn’t at VBS this week. When you give your friend the bracelet you
made for them, be sure to tell them about what you did, what you learned at VBS, and how you have confidence
because you belong. [Make it Personal] (Talk about a time when you told a friend about Jesus.) Let’s say
today’s [Bottom Line] together: “I can have confidence because I belong.”
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